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newPCgadets introduces The Laptop Lift 90 for the MacBook
Published on 08/30/17
California based newPCgadgets introduces their new Laptop Lift 90, a laptop organizer,
riser and space-saver all-in-one. As a laptop riser, the Laptop Lift 90 raises the back of
the laptop 1" to improve performance and increase ventilation. As a laptop stand, the
Laptop Lift 90 holds laptops upright freeing up valuable desk space. To make their new
laptop riser stand out, newPCgadgets is offering the Laptop Lift 90 in four high-gloss
colors including: pink, blue, white and black.
San Diego, California - newPCgadgets introduces their new Laptop Lift 90, a laptop
organizer, riser and space-saver all-in-one. According to newPCgadgets, "The Laptop Lift
90 is the only laptop stand on the market that offers this unique combination of
features."
As a laptop riser, the Laptop Lift 90 raises the back of the laptop 1" to improve
performance and increase ventilation. As a laptop stand, the Laptop Lift 90 holds laptops
upright freeing up valuable desk space. To make their new laptop riser stand out,
newPCgadgets is offering the Laptop Lift 90 in four high-gloss colors including: pink,
blue, white and black.
According to their president Michael Schriner, "With our new Laptop Lift 90 we have
created a new way to organize the desktop, improve laptop function and save space. We have
also enhanced the look of the work space by offering vibrant colors that really stand
out."
Laptop Lift Stand:
The dual function Laptop Lift 90 is constructed from high-gloss acrylic. Non-slip neoprene
pads hold the laptop in place. The product dimensions are 8 "W x 4"D x 2 1/2 "H. The
Laptop Lift 90holds all popular Laptops including: The MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, Surface
Book, Dell Latitude, Lenovo, HP Pavilion and dozens more. The Laptop Lift 90 is designed
for both home and office. For additional details and special introductory pricing visit
newPCgadgets today.
Laptop Lift 90 Dual Riser And Stand:
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/laptop-lift-stand/
Image (MacBook Desk Stand):
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/laptop-lift-stand/images/laptop-desk-stand-colors.jpg
Image (MacBook Riser In Blue):
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/laptop-lift-stand/images/laptop-lift-stand-1.jpg
Image (MacBook Space-Saver Stan In Pink):
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/laptop-lift-stand/images/laptop-stand-space-saver.jpg
Image (Laptop Lift 90 Dual Stand):
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/laptop-lift-stand/images/laptop-riser-stand-1.jpg

newMacgadgets a division of newPCgadgets, designs innovative products and accessories for
Apple and PC computers, laptops and mobile devices. With over 20 years of experience they
have designed over 150 products for large companies like Apple, IBM and Epson. Copyright
(C) 2017 newMacgadgets. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
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are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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